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SF ART BOOK FAIR Our Team:
Yajie Xu—Director of Fairs & Editions
Emma Catedral—Fairs & Editions Coordinator
Sanjana Iyer—Fairs Assistant
Joshua Simon—Head of Installation
Lillian Wilkie—Head of Exhibitor Services
Simon Kilner—Head of Visitor Services
Noah Klein—Programs Production Coordinator
Garrick Gott—Head of Design & Print Production
John Tuite—Assistant Designer

Instragram: @volumesartbooks
Email:sfartbookfair@volumes.org
#VOLUMESSFARTBOOKFAIE

The SF ART BOOK FAIR 
would like to thank:
Chronicle Books
Imprint Project
Minnesota Street Projext

Opening Night tickets are $20 and include a limited 
edition work by artist Jeffrey Cheung of Unity Press. 
The evening will feature live performances by Earthe-
ater, Robert Aiki Aubrey Lowe, and a DJ set by Asmara, 
presented by Mount Analog. 

Ticket sales support Volumesbook year-round work of 
providing resources to artists and championing artists’ 
books and publications through public programs and 
services including the SF ART Book Fair.

Fair Hours
September 3–6
(Opening Night)
Thursday, September 3th: 8pm–10pm
Ticketed

Friday, September 4th: 11am–5pm
Sudday, September 5th: 11am–5pm
Monday, Sunday 6th: 11am–5pm
Free

1275 Minnesota Street
San Francisco, CA 94107

The Volumes ART BOOK FAIR is free and open 
to the public. If you want to come our opening 
night, please go to our website to buy a ticket.

Webesite: www.volumesbook.com

6 Decades Books /A01
San Francisco 
6decadesbooks.com

6 Decades Books is a rare book shop specializing in 
artists’ books, posters, and ephemera from the the 
1960s to the present. We are dedicated to documenting 
the essential role these different books have played in 
the development of contemporary art.

A Love Token / A02
Los Angeles
alovetoken.info

Established in 2010 as an independent publisher 
specializing in limited runs of artists’ books, zines, and 
other printed matter.

A Magic Mountain / A03
Oakland
alexarzt.com/a-magic-mountain 

A Magic Mountain is a Risograph press that prints and 
publishes artist projects with collaborative and concep-
tual foundations. AMM provides artists with production, 
financial, and distribution support. AMM’s objective is 
to make the book-making process accessible to artists 
and to make their work available to a wider audience.

Adam Villacin / A04
Los Angeles
adamvillacin.com

Adam Villacin’s work culls from the past 50 years of 
comic book history and aesthetics, engaging with its 
formal and distributive qualities as a means towards 
cultural insight. He has published over 80 risographed 
zines in the last 6 years and has tabled at every LA Art 
Book Fair.

Allied Forces Press / A05
San Francisco 
alliedforcespress.com

Allied Forces Press is a collective publishing house in 
California. We focus on mixed media, short run artist 
publications, and our annual book, ALFA (the Allied 
Forces Annual). Our collaborators and contributors are 
from all over the world, and include: writers, illustrators, 
photographers, musicians, graphic designers, and new 
media storytellers.

Altman Siegel / A06 
San Francisco
altmansiegel.com

Founded by Claudia Altman-Siegel in 2009, the gallery’s 
program focuses on internationally recognized 
museum-level artists whose work contributes to the 
cultural dialogue domestically and abroad.

Amadeus Magazine / A07
Los Angeles
amadeusmag.com 

Amadeus functions as a space for the artists to 
present their work, express their creativity, and design 
a network through which people working in different 
disciplines can access new information, ideas, and 
each other. Amadeus champions emerging artists, 
providing them with the opportunity to share their work 
broadly through each issue.

Arcana: Books on the Arts / A08
Culver City
arcanabooks.com

Arcana: Books on the Arts is an open shop in Culver 
City, California specializing in new, rare and out of print 
books, catalogues, and ephemera on 20th and 21st  
Century Photography, Art, Design, Architecture, 
Fashion, Cinema, Culinaria, and Music. Since 1984.

EXHIBITORS United States (by State)
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Benjamin Critton Art / A13
Los Angeles 
alliedforcespress.com

Bejamin Critton Art Department is a design practice / 
service. The studio’s collaborations and commissions 
are supplemented by independent and interdependent 
initiatives in publishing, print-making, colorful zines and 
cultural production.

Blum & Poe / A14
Los Angeles
blumandpoe.com 

Founded in 1994, Blum & Poe represents an exhibition 
program with over forty international artists working 
in all media, presenting postwar and contemporary art 
manifested across generations, nationalities, race, and 
gender. Blum & Poe Press encompasses artists’ books, 
limited edition prints, and exhibition catalogues 
featuring original scholarship.

Book Hook Editions / A15
Oakland
bookhookeditions.com 

Book Hook began as a column for all the Berlin 
Independents Guide highlighting the best of artists’ 
publications. Book Hook Editions celebrates all that 
is book, paper, and print related. Appropriating and 
recontextualizing existing texts and appealing to the 
sensuality of the book object are at the core of Book 
Hook Editions’ work.

Bolerium Books Inc. / A16
San Francisco
bolerium.com

Established in 1981 in San Francisco, they specialize in 
books and ephemeral materials related to the history 
of Labor and other social movements, including the 
struggles for Black and the Chicano equality, the Gay 
liberation movement, Feminism, and Asian-American 
activism, as well as the Far Right.

Art Catalogues / A09
Los Angeles 
artcatalogues.com

Art Catalogues is an independent bookseller special-
izing in museum exhibition catalogues and books of 
the subject of contemporary art and architecture, long 
affiliated with the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

Arzu Ozkal / A10
San Diego
situatedbetween.com

Arzu Ozkal and Tricia Treacy are practitioners of 
various specializations including film and video, 
performance, photography, printmaking, publishing, 
social design, and text-based media. Table shared with: 
Tricia Treacy.

Situated Between defines their collaborative process. 
A protocol (or no-protocol) involving constant tactic
developing to effectively seek inspiration in each other, 
other humans and non-humans to activate intersec-
tions and allow new forms of engagements.

Basement / A11
San Francisco
Basementsf.cargo.site 

We are a group of artists based in San Francisco whose 
practice spans drawing, printmaking, photography, 
painting, and collage.

Benjamin Lord / A12
Los Angeles
benjaminlord.com/

Benjamin Lord’s work spans the techniques of 
photography, video, drawing, and sculpture, with a 
particular regard for the relationship between the 
photography and the poetics of fiction. In addition to 
his gallery practice, he regularly create self-publishes 
artist books.
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Book / Shop / A17
Oakland 
shopbookshop.com

BOOK / SHOP is musi-disciplinary lifestyle brand 
devoted to books and reading. Since 2011, both online 
and in two stores in Oakland and NY, we’re offered an 
extraordinary selection of fine books, book-related art, 
reading accessories, and events.

CalArts Graphic Design /  A18
Valencia
inform.design.calarts.edu

No one ran naked through the halls today, but there 
was a student in wrestling attire battling a garden hose 
outside the window during our critique. Located in the 
deeply bland suburb of Valencia, CalArts operates like 
a hive (or a circus tent), cultivating an atmosphere of 
unfettered experimentation.

Cash Machine / A19
Los Angeles
cashmachine.la 

Cash Machine publishes short run artist monographs, 
zines, postcards, and newsprint publications. We also 
install pop ups and conceptual exhibitions in the front 
of our Los Angeles storefront space, and curate a 
billboard with different artists in our home base the 
neighborhood of Atwater Village.

Cassandra Press / A20
Los Angeles
cassandrapress.org

CASSANDRA is a publishing project by Taylor Doran, 
Kandis Williams, and Jordan Nassar, producing lo-fi 
activist and academic texts, flyers, posters, pamphlets, 
and readers, in hopes of spreading ideas and sharing 
perspectives, promoting dialogue, and inspiring further 
and wider-spread political and social activism.

CCA Hybrid Practice / A21
San Francisco 

Graduate Design class at Calforina College of the Arts.

Chronicle Books / A22
San Francisco
chroniclebooks.com

Chronicle Books is an independent publisher based in 
San Francisco that has been making things since the 
Summer of Love. We are inspired by the enduring 
magic of books, and by sparking the passions of others.

Coloured Publishing / A23
Los Angeles
colouredpublishing.press 

Coloured Publishing is a LA-baesd publisher of art 
books, zines, prints, and more, founded by artist Devin 
Troy Strother and designer Yuri Ogita. We make shit you 
wanna keep.

Colpa / A24
San Francisco
colpapress.com

Based in San Francisco, Colpa is the collaborative 
publishing practice of Luca Antonucci and David 
Kasprzak. Together they make limited edition books, 
prints, zines, and objects, often working with artists on 
unique projects.

Cornerkiosk and Friends / A25
Los Angeles
cornerkiosk.net

Cornerkiosk press is a Los Angeles / Oslo based 
publisher focusing on low cost, limited edition printed 
matter by emerging artists for converging worldwide 
distribution. For this iteration of SF ART BOOK FAIR 
we’ll feature works by Morten Torgersrud, and a special 
appearance of From the Desk of Lucy Bull.
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Creativity Explored / A26
San Francisco 
creativityexplored.prg

Creativity Explored gives artists with developmental 
disabilities the means to create and share their work 
with the community, celebrating the power of art to 
change lives.

Deadbeat Club / A27
Los Angeles
deadbeatclubpress.com

Deadbeat Club is an independent publishing group 
dedicated to the production of small run & limited 
edition publications rooted in contemporary photography.

Dope Press / A28
Los Angeles
dopepress.fr

Dope Press is a press for artists that was established in 
2008 with PARIS, LA, a journal focused on experiments 
in arts. Our publishing project—a periodical, books, and 
artists’ editions—offers a unique way to engage with 
artists and their work.

Dum Dum Zine / A29
Los Angeles
dumdumzine.com

DUM DUM Zine publishes experimental art-lit zines, 
changing format with each issue In addition to 
releasing a yearly print issue, we publish regular web 
features such as text message interviews, flash 
fiction, photo essays, and more.

East of Borneo / A30
Online
eastofborneo.org

East of Borneo is an online magazine of contemporary 
art and its history as considered from Los Angeles. We 
also publish books.

Ecf Art Centers / A31
San Pedro 
artecf.org

The Ecf Art Centers provides studio space and 
mentorship to over 160 adult artists with developmental 
disabilities, many of whom thrive in printed media.

Eggy Press / A32
Berkeley
eggypress.com

Formed by a collaborative group of artists in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, Eggy Press focuses on unique 
projects, curated exhibitions and limited editions.

Emigre / A33
Berkeley
emigre.com

Emigre, Inc. is a digital type foundry based in Berkeley, 
California. Founded in 1984, coinciding with the birth of 
the Macintosh computer, the Emigre team, consisting of 
Rudy VanderLans and Zuzana Licko, with the addition 
of Tim Starback in 1993, were among the early adaptors 
to the new digital technology.

From 1984 until 2005 Emigre published the infamous 
Emigre magazine, a quarterly publication devoted to 
visual communication.

Elevatorteeth / A34
Online
bolerium.com

Elevatorteeth makes books, music and apparel thru 
their press Hardcore Ambient, which is dedicated to 
releasing limited series artist books, anthologies, sweet 
collabs and harsh experimentations.
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From 1984 until 2005 Emigre published the infamous 
Emigre magazine, a quarterly publication devoted to 

Elevatorteeth / A34

Elevatorteeth makes books, music and apparel thru 
their press Hardcore Ambient, which is dedicated to 
releasing limited series artist books, anthologies, sweet 
collabs and harsh experimentations.

East of Borneo is an online magazine of contemporary 
art and its history as considered from Los Angeles. We 

Family Books / A35
Los Angeles 
familylosangeles.com

We are bookstore on Fairfax Ave in the Los Angeles, 
established in 2007. We specialize in artist’s books, 
zines, and catalogs from around the world.

Floss Editions / A36
Oakland
flosseditions.com

Floss Editions is a riso printing and publishing house 
creating zines, books, and prints out of our Oakland 
studio. As artists they work on our own projects, but 
they also work to elevate artists in our community who 
have less accessibility to printing tools, and they want 
to learn the process.

Golden Spike Press / A37
Online
goldenspikepress.com

Golden Spike Press is a platform dedicated to well
considered small run books, booklets, and multiples. 
Over the last seven years, the press has collaborated 
on a host of different projects with artists, educators, 
writers, and critics from the greater Los Angeles area.

Got A Girl Crush / A38
San Francisco
gotagirlcrush.com

Got a Girl Crush is a biannual print magazine about 
women, by women, for everyone. We aim to disrupt the 
broken narrative of most women’s publications and tell 
stories of all ages, races, and backgrounds of women 
all over the world.

Graphite Journal / A39
Los Angeles 
graphitejournal.com

Graphite is a Los Angeles-based on design student arts 
organization at the Hammer Museum dedicated to 
producing critical projects in an integrated physical and 
digital space. Our undertakings are a reaction to the 
expansion of communication infrastructures and infor-
mation technologies and the possibilities and paradigms 
of a traditional publication.

Hamburger Eyes / A40
Los Angeles
blumandpoe.com 

Hamburger Eyes is a black and white photography zine. 
Publishing since 2001, they have “developed” their own 
signature brand of photography and provided an outlet 
for both upcoming and the established photographers 
all over the world.

Hat & Beard Press / A41
Los Angeles
hatandbeard.com 

Hat & Beard is a Los Angeles-based print collective 
and production house. We create original, illustrated 
nonfiction books of pop-cultural and historical signif-
icance. We produce artist monographs in conjunction 
with galleries, museums, and artists. Hat & Beard also 
champions the redesign and reissue of classic titles 
worth a second look.

Hesse Press / A42
Los Angeles
hessepresse.com

A Los Angeles-based publishing house founded by 
artists Clare Kelly and John Wiese, Hesse Press grew 
out of conversations between Kelly and Wiese about 
the need for tangible financial and logistical support for 
artists in Los Angeles.
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Hoffmitz Milken Center for 
Typography Archetype Press / A43
Pasadena
hmctartcenter.org

Our mission is to set the standard of excellence in 
typography education; elevate and advance the teaching 
and understanding of both letterform design and typo-
graphic practice; provide valuable support and service 
to the educational and professional communities, and 
to honor the past and anticipate the future of typography.

Howard Karno Books, Inc. / A44
Los Angeles
karnobooks.com

Howard Karno Books, Inc. Since 1973 has specialized 
in art and photography books, artist books, and the 
independent art publications from Latin America. We 
offer both new and rare materials. We represent artists, 
independent presses, and artist cooperatives that do 
not have resources to share their productions with a 
larger audience.

Hi-Bred Studio / A45
San Francisco
hi-bred.net

Hi-Bred is the work of Ian Mackay, a San Francisco- 
based designer whose work spans comics, illustration, 
classic painting and sculpture.

The Ice Plant / A46
Los Angeles
theiceplant.cc

The Ice Plant is a publisher of fine, illustrated books 
and other printed matter, with an emphasis on photog-
raphy, based in Los Angeles. We collaborate closely 
with artists on all aspects of the book-making process, 
from concept, to design, to tangible object. Specializing 
in small print run artists’ books.
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Inventory Press / A47
Los Angeles 
inventorypress.com

Inventory Press publishes books on topics in art, 
architecture, design, and music, with an emphasis on 
subcultures, minor histories, and the sociopolitical 
aspects of material culture.

Issue Press / A48
Grand Rapids
issue.press

Issue Press is an independent publisher of artist 
publications and multiples based in Grand Rapids, MI.

Issues / A49
Oakland
issuesshop.com

Founded in 2007 in Oakland, Issues carries a wide 
range of domestic and international new, used, and rare 
books and magazines on the arts.

Joy of Being / A50
San Francisco
joyofbeing.us

We are a group of makers and thinkers who question 
the world around us ans react to its beauty, nuance 
and, at times, its absurdity.

Kchung Radio / A51
Los Angeles
kchungradio.org

Kchung is a community radio resource and artists’ 
co-operative based in Chinatown, Los Angeles. Since 
2011, KCHUNG has pursued a distributed, affinty-based 
structure that places a premium on openness to partic-
ipation. Round-the-clock broadcasts and site-specific 
projects implemented by more than 200 contributing 
members draw upon the diversity of Los Angeles’ 
multiple music, arts, and the social justice movements.

Kima / A52
Los Angeles 
kima.us

Kima is the publishing imprint of graphic designer 
Lauren Graycar, started in fall 2013. The output consists 
of books, posters, typography, and other printed material, 
and is a mix of her own work as well as collaborations 
with artists and friends.

Land and Sea / A53
Oakland
landandseaeditions.virb.com

Land and Sea is a small press based in Oakland, 
California run by Maria Otero and Chris Duncan. Land 
and Sea began during the final days of 2009 and has 
consistently been publishing small editions of books, 
prints, zines, tapes, and records by artists from the Bay 
Area and beyond.

Louis M Schmidt / A54
Los Angeles
bridgethevoid.blogspot.com 

Louis M Schmidt is an Los Angeles-based artist, with 
a broad studio practice that includes drawing, painting, 
photography and self-publishing. He has been involved 
in the art book fairs for nearly 10 years now and they 
consider zines to be a primary medium in his creative /
intellectual pursuits.

MacFadden & Thorpe / A55
San Francisco
macfaddenandthorpe.com

MacFadden & Thorpe is a graphic design studio based 
in San francisco working with clients in the arts and 
industries. Along with their collaborators they create 
books, objects and ephemera.

Martian Press / A56
Los Angeles 
martian.press

Martian Press is a Los Angeles-based Risograph press 
dedicated to creating and publishing original content as 
well as producing zines and prints created by emerging 
artists and writers. Martian Press collects the outlandish, 
the otherworldly, the extraordinary and the ordinary and 
produces something meaningful from them.

Most Ancient / A57
Oakland
mostancient.com 

Most Ancient is the moniker under which Veronica 
Graham self-publishes her books and digital design 
work. Graham experiments with a wide range of print 
formats including comics, zines, art books, and supple-
mental ephemera for her digital projects.

Mount Analog / A58
Los Angeles
climbmountanalog.com 

Mount Analog represents a diversely curated group of 
artists in a mission to export progressive art and music 
to the public. We showcase a unique cross-section of 
forward, important artists (our roster is over half collect 
of POC, LGBTQIA, women) on the simultaneous edge of 
both experimental and pop.

Nazraeli Press / A59
Paso Robles, CA / London, United Kingdom
nazraeli.com

Nazraeli Press is a publisher of books of photography. 
It was founded in 1989, in Munich, Germany, by Chris 
Pichler and has been based in the USA since 1996.  
Nazraeli publishes roughly 30 new titles each year and 
has published over 400 with work by photographers 
from the United States, Europe, and Asia.
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Needles & Pens / A60
San Francisco
needlesandpens.com

Established in 2003, N&P is a San Francisco based 
shop that specializes in artist books, zines, visual art, 
and accessories. The shop also houses its own 
publishing imprint & Pens Press.

New Documents / A61
Los Angeles
newdocuments.org

New Documents is a Los Angeles–based art book 
publisher. 

New Laconic / A62
Los Angeles
newlaconic.com

New Laconic presents contemporary findings in the 
form of books and art. We offer a space for research, 
serious irreverence, and inquisitive cross-disciplinary 
voices. Drawing on our extensive shared history in the 
art and design fields, we treat each publication as a 
fresh experiment in design and bookmaking.

Other Books / A63
Los Angeles
otherbooksla.com

A community space and bookshop organized by Seite 
Books and Kaya Press. The programming and selec-
tion has an emphasis on literature in translation, POC 
creators in both literature and art, alternative comics, 
international art books and comics, independent press-
es, POC history, and the other in related contexts.

Owl Cave Books / A64
San Francisco
owlcavebooks.com

Owl Cave Books is a San Francisco-based independent 
artist-run bookseller and publisher specializing in inter-
national contemporary art, theory, culture, and politics.

The Oxnard Plain / A65
Oxnard 
oxnardplain.com

The Oxnard Plain is an artist-run organization 
committed to fostering the development of emerging 
lens-based artists while bringing community together 
through collective work spaces, critiques, zines, artist 
books and exhibitions.

Park Life / A66
San Francisco
parklifestore.com

Park Life an independent retail store and art gallery 
based in San Francisco. Our goal is simple; to show-
case art and design that we find relevant.

Paulson Fontaine Press / A67
Oakland
paulsonfontainepress.com

Paulson Fontaine Press specializes in limited edition 
intaglio prints. The press emerged from the San 
Francisco Bay Area’s rich tradition of the fine art 
printmaking. Paulson Fontaine Press’s philosophy is 
to facilitate rather than direct an artist, creating an 
environment where artists can do their best work.

Rand / Paul / A68
Los Angeles
paulwindle.com

Rand/Paul is Rand Renfrow and Paul Windle, two art-
ists that make zines, books and prints.

Regen Projects / A69
Los Angeles
regenprojects.com

Founded in 1989, Regen Projects is a contemporary art 
gallery that represents artists who work in a variety of 
media, including painting, drawing, sculpture, photog-
raphy, video, performance, and installation. From its 
inception, we have been committed to producing mono-
graphs, artist books, and exhibition catalogue related to 
the gallery’s program.
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Silent Sound / A70
Los Angeles 
silentsound.us

Silent Sound was started in late 2014 by Coley Brown 
in Los Angeles. Its aim is to release experimental books 
and projects from both established and emerging con-
temporary artists, photographers, and musicians from 
around the world.

Sming Sming Books / A71
San Francisco
smingsming.com

Sming Sming Books is a publishing studio based in the 
Bay Area that produces a wide range of artists’ books, 
zines, and editions out of conversation and collabo-
ration with artists and writers. Sming Sming Books is 
committed to promoting critical discourse and advancing 
cultural equity through the format of publishing.

Stripe SF / A72
San Francisco
stripesf.com 

Stripe is a Bay Area based graphic design studio 
founded by Jon Sueda in 2004. Along with creating 
printed material, websites, and exhibitions for cultural 
institutions, Stripe produces art and graphic design 
publications, small edition prints, and self-initiated 
curatorial projects.

Tan & Loose Press / A73
Los Angeles
an-n-loose.com

Tan & Loose Press is an independent publisher of limited 
edition artists prints and zines based in Los Angeles, 
CA. We pride ourselves on producing medium quality, 
Riso printed ephemera for the tasteless art collector.

Tbw Books / A74
Oakland 
tbwbooks.com

Founded in 2006, Tbw Books is an independent 
photography book publishing company based in Oakland 
CA. The company produces books by some of the 
world’s most renowned and acclaimed artists working 
in the field of photography.

Tim Lahan/ A75
Los Angeles
timlahan.com

Tim Lahan is an artist and illustrator who produces 
limited edition books and prints.

These Days / A76
Los Angeles
thesedaysla.com

THESE DAYS is a gallery, store, and publisher located in 
downtown Los Angeles. . The store features collectible 
and out-of-print photography books, zines, art and 
design objects.

Unity Press / A77
Oakland
unityzines.com

Unity Press is a project based in Oakland, California and 
is organized by Jeffrey Cheung and Gabriel Ramirez. We 
print and publish zines, books, and other materials as 
expressive objects. Our efforts are primarily centered on 
artists in the queer, trans, and POC communities.

Visible Publications / A78
Sancranento
visiblepublications.com

Visible Publications is the imprint of visual artist Matt 
Borruso. Producing books and prints. Based in San 
Francisco, CA.
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Stripe SF / A72
San Francisco
stripesf.com 

Stripe is a Bay Area based graphic design studio 
founded by Jon Sueda in 2004. Along with creating 
printed material, websites, and exhibitions for cultural 
institutions, Stripe produces art and graphic design 
publications, small edition prints, and self-initiated 
curatorial projects.

Tan & Loose Press / 
Los Angeles
an-n-loose.com

Tan & Loose Press is an independent publisher of limited 
edition artists prints and zines based in Los Angeles, 
CA. We pride ourselves on producing medium quality, 
Riso printed ephemera for the tasteless art collector.



Anthology Editions / B1
New York
anthologyeditions.com

Established in 2016, Anthology Editions is an indepen-
dent book publisher based in Brooklyn, New York. An 
imprint of the record label Mexican Summer, Anthogy is 
dedicated to uncovering and presenting new narratives 
through thoughtful, exceptionally designed publications 
in the fields of art, photography, music, and the pop 
culture history.

Aperture / B2
New York
aperture.org

Aperture, a not-for-profit foundation, connects the photo 
community and its audiences with the most inspiring 
work, the sharpest ideas, and with each other—in print, 
in person, and online.

Art Baby Girl / B3
New Laconic
gracemiceli.com

Grace Miceli is a Brooklyn-based artist working mostly 
in illustration and animation. Communicating through 
the language of pop culture, her work aims to embrace 
cuteness and everyday anxieties.

Aventures Ltd. Press / B4
Brooklyn
aventuresltd.com

Aventures Ltd. Press is an imprint focused on expanded 
forms of sound and visual arts. we wanted to engage 
the work of artists we appreciate and give them oppor-
tunities to produce editions that would advance their 
practices. each artist should consider their work in 
different ways and new formats.

Bomb Magazine / B5
New York 
bombmagazine.org

Bomb is a quarterly print periodical that publishes 
artist-on-artist content, interviews, criticism, and 
new literature. Since 1981, Bomb has been a leading 
primary source for artists and readers inspired by 
writing on contemporary practice across the arts.

Catalogue Library / B6
New York
cataloguelibrary.co.uk

Catalogue Library is an independent publishing 
platform operating between NYC and the UK. Estab-
lished in 2011, we have published over 150 zines and 
books. Annually we publish an applied arts magazine 
titled Library Paper.

Endless Editions / B7
New York
endlesseditions.com

Endless Editions is a curatorial and publishing 
project devoted to producing material by & for artists.

Extra Vitamins / B8
New York
extra-vitamins.com

Extra Vitamins is a two-person experimental art and 
design studio. We self-publish zines and create clothing 
based on our publications. We push boundaries of 
materiality in books.

Facadomy / B9
New York
facadomy.org

Unheimlich maneuvers in art and architecture. 
Facadomy is the collaborative publishing practice of 
Riley Hooker producing publications and editions at the 
edges of contemporary identity and desire.
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J&L Books / B10
New York 
jandlbooks.org

J&L Books is a non-profit publisher of books by and 
about artists, founded in 2000 by Jason Fulford and 
Leanne Shapton.

Kayrock Screenprinting / B11
Brooklyn
kayrock.org

Kayrock Screenprinting was founded in 1998 by Karl 
LaRocca a.k.a. Kayrock and is currently located in 
Greenpoint Brooklyn in a 100 year old former rope 
factory. We specialize in hand printed fine art editions, 
posters, cards, books, shirts, tote bags, graphic design, 
custom projects, micro registration.

Little Big Time Press / B12
New York
littlebigtimepress.com 

Little Big Time Press is a laboratory for play. Spawned 
in the tropical islands of the Philippines and currently 
based in NYC, the house aims to promote up and 
coming artists and illustrators from the region, as well 
as creators with an interest in exploring and expanding 
the form of the book.

Little Mountain Press / B13
New York
llittlemountainpress.com

Little Mountain Press is an art and illustration press 
from New York & China. The Press published most 
zines and prints in risograph. We are not afraid to 
express our sexuality and our Chinese identity. Our 
mission is to transform boredom into joy and challenge 
people’s perception through print media.

Misaki Kawai / B14
New York
misakikawai.com

LA/Copenhagen-based Japanese artist Misaki Kawai 
creates colorful and playful books, incorporating 3D 
elements and decorative bindings including the liberal 
use of tassels and pom-poms. Childlike imagery and 
found objects are combined in whimsical collages that 
tell absurdist and endearing stories in a way all her own.

Montez Press / B15
New York
montezpress.com

Montez Press is an international artist run publishing 
house in New York.

Mujeristas Collective / B16
Queens
MujeristasCollective.com

Mujeristas Collective is a collective based in Queens, 
NY and platform for the voices of Latinas. We produce 
zines and our goal is to document and present a 
diverse collection of historical stories from Latinas in a 
U.S. perspective, and beyond.

Paper Cuts / B17
New York
mkt.com/paper-cuts

Duplex is a project by Paper Cuts, the collaborative 
publication endeavor of Sara Greenberger Rafferty and 
David Kennedy Cutler. A duplex refers to a house 
divided into two apartments and to duplex printing, 
where an impression is left on both sides of a piece 
of paper. Paper Cuts: Duplex is a double-sided, double 
floor, fully-scaled structure for displaying and selling 
editioned publications.
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Txtbooks / B26
New York 
Txtbooks.com

Txtbooks is an artist-run independent publishing 
initiative in Brooklyn. Our interest is in self-publishing 
as a collective while facilitating projects with artists 
and writers. We aim to publish those who have not yet 
considered producing a zine; to create dumb jokes and 
passion projects with as many people as possible.

Upon / B27
New York
upon.studio

UPON is a printmaking studio with a pure intention: 
explore anything for fun and experience. Showing at 
various art book fairs such as NYABF and Yale ABF, our 
exploration zines have been acquired by The Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art, The Whitney Museum, etc.

Christopher Kardambikis and 
Paper Cuts / C01
Virginia
kardambikis.com

Christopher Kardambikis is a book, print, and zine 
artist. He is also the host of Paper Cuts, a podcast that 
documents the contemporary world of zines and DIY 
publishing. In 2019, Paper Cuts will start publishing 
zines by two artists a year, starting with Mike Walton.
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Peradam Press / B18
New York
peradam.info

Peradam: n. An object that reveals itself only to those 
who seek it. Peradam Press is a publishing group 
specializing in small-run artist books. Each book is 
designed and produced in collaboration with the artist.

Pioneer Works Press / B19
New York
Pioneer Works Press

Pioneer Works Press publishes a range of publications 
fostering experimental modes of thought, and seeks 
to advance the dissemination of the arts through 
publication and recorded sound. Derived from programs 
at Pioneer Works in Brooklyn, New York, we seek to 
demonstrate that publishing is a foundation of all 
creative practice.

Precog Magazine / B20
New York
precogmag.xyz

Precog Magazine is an annual, independent magazine 
of artist projects and experimental writing that explores 
technology, cyber-materiality, gender and the body. We 
focus on emphasizing the experiences of women, queer 
artists, and artists of color. Precog is published, edited, 
and designed by Florencia Escudero, Gaby Collins-Fer-
nandez, and Kellie Konapelsky.

Rose Wong  / B21
Brooklyn
rosewongart.com

Rose Wong is a Brooklyn-based Illustrator who 
graduated from Pratt Institute in 2014. She currently 
work in editorial illustration for clients such as New 
York Times and Bloomberg Business week but has 
expanded to making zines.

Sun / B22
New York 
thesun.solar

Sun is a New York City based publishing house dedicat-
ed to the production of mostly unique artists books and 
other printed matter that broaden the field of publishing 
and printing.

Catalogue Library / B23
Brooklyn
seatonstreetpress.com

Catalogue Library is an independent publishing platform 
for artists and designers started by Catalogue. The 
project embodies the idea that zines should be a quick 
representation of a subject or idea. This ethos is carried 
through into the production of our zines, printed with 
basic materials and made by hand. We print zines with 
a Risograph GR3770 and a HP Laserjet 5000n and work 
with printers locally in the UK or USA.

Soft City / B24
Brooklyn
softcityprinting.com

Run by artists Jeremy Jams and Dominic Fortunato, 
Soft City Printing publishes books with artists using 
their GR3770 risograph in Brooklyn. Soft City Printing’s 
mission is to give artists a platform to expand their 
practice and explore new interests, and to expand the 
format of the book.

Toilet Paper / Damiani / B25
New York
toiletpapermagazine.org

Toilet Paper is a project by Maurizio Cattelan and 
Pierpaolo Ferrari which aims to stretch the boundaries 
of how images function in the world today. Images 
start as ideas that are executed and published first in 
Toiletpaper magazine with no commentary. From there 
they become books, zines, home goods, fashion, and 
some objects.

United States (by State)
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J. S. Wright and 
U.D.L.I. Editions / C02
Virginia
udli-editions.com

U.D.L.I. Editions is the publishing project of artist, Jason 
S. Wright, whose main mission is to provide an outlet 
of expression to a vast network of artists living outside 
of major art markets while harboring a vital sense of 
community and legitimacy in the work published.

Nico Fontana / C03
Virginia
nylondip.com

Nico Fontana is the publishing initiative of Nicole 
Killian, concerned with a queering of language, objects, 
bodies and spaces.

Other Publishing / C04
Virginia
rinkim.com

Other Publishing is a pan-asian queer family of artists 
and designers that work cooperatively as a creative 
firm and multi-format publisher that works collabora-
tively with queer/trans/poc artists and designers as 
well as functions as a brand and retail store. With Nix 
Ni, Yi Song, Mai-Phuong Bui, and Rin Kim.

Zatara Press / C05
Virginia
zatarapress.com

Zatara Press is an independent small press photo 
book imprint based around the medium of “Uniquely 
Designed and Collaboratively Crafted Artist’s Styled 
Photo books”. Our photo books are poetic art objects 
designed around the minimalist Japanese aesthetic 
view of Wabi-Sabi.
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Bom Dia Boa Tarde Boa Noite / D1
Berlin
bomdiabooks.de

Established in 2016, Anthology Editions is an independent 
book publisher based in Brooklyn, New York. An imprint 
of the record label Mexican Summer, Anthology is 
dedicated to uncovering and presenting new narratives 
through thoughtful, exceptionally designed publications 
in the fields of art, photography, music, and the pop 
culture history.

Colorama / D2
Berlin
coloramabooks.space

Colorama is a risoprinting studio and publishing house 
based in Berlin dedicated to collaboration, observation, 
and production. The publications feature the works of 
current comic-artists and an ongoing research about 
the means of assembling and storytelling.

Drittel Books / D3
Berlin
drittelbooks.com

Drittel Books is Berlin based, independent publisher of 
photography books. The name, German for “one third,” 
is inspired by our belief that no artwork can truly exist 
alone and books need at least three elements: an artist, 
a publisher, and a reader.

Edition Taube / D4
Berlin
editiontaube.de

Edition Taube publishes artists’ books and editions by 
contemporary artists in limited editions. Represented 
artists include Rainer Ganahl, Andrea Éva Győri, Erik 
Steinbrecher, Yutie Lee, Thomas Geiger, Thomas Jeppe, 
Cameron Rowland, and Erik van der Weijde. In 2019 we 
are celebrating our 10 year anniversary.

Outer Space Press / D5
Berlin 
outerspacepress.com

Berlin based artist duo, Magdalena Wysocka and 
Claudio Pogo, create unique artist books, multiples, 
and prints in their studio Outer Space Press. Their art 
practice is based on collecting and recontextualizing 
photography, found books, and other archival print 
material to create new visual narratives.

Pogo Books / D6
Berlin
pogobooks.de

Pogo Books is an independent publisher focused on 
limited edition art books, editions, and zines in small 
print runs. We believe in a future printed on paper, and 
conceive the printed artwork as a unique art form. Pogo 
Books is a platform, an archive, and collective for con-
temporary arts, photography, and nonsense.

Spector Books / D7
Berlin
spectorbooks.com

Spector’s publishing practice is settled squarely in 
the intersection of art, theory, and design. Based in 
Leipzig Germany, our publishing house will explores the 
possibilities offered by an active exchange between all 
parties involved in the book production process: artists, 
authors, book designers, printers, and bookbinders.

Steidl / D8
Berlin
steidl.de

STEIDL is led by Gerhard Steidl, who began working as 
a designer and printer in 1967 and started his own photo 
book program in 1996. Today, some of the world’s most 
renowned photographers and artists are part of the 
Steidl program. 
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Case Publishing / E1
Tokyo
case-publishing.jp/en

Case Publishing made its mission to expand art book 
into a platform for an even richer variety of art forms. 
Together with Japanese galleries and international 
artists, we elevate art books into a new mode of expres-
sion by utilizing the individual strengths of books both 
as a medium and objects.

Commune / E2
Tokyo
ccommunee.com

We opened our gallery and shop, “commune” in Tokyo 
in 2009. In 2013 we established our own independent 
press, “commune Press” to further our founding 
mission to introduce great and promising artists to as 
many people as possible all around the world.

Dalkanyama Tsutaya Books / E3
Tokyo
store.tsite.jp/daikanyama 

Dalkanyama Tsutaya Books, the Tsutaya for grownups, 
is tied to the theme of “A Library in the Woods.” Three 
building wings connect together along Magazine Street, 
a 55-meter long aisle that cuts through the middle at 
ground level. From this tree-trunk like artery, six book 
departments branch out by category. Café space is 
housed within the complex to allow for leisurely in-store 
browsing. All reading materials can be enjoyed comfort-
ably, even before purchasing.

Komiyama Tokyo / E4
Tokyo
llittlemountainpress.com

Since 1939, Komiyama Tokyo has succeeded in its 
tradition of selling varieties of vintage books and art 
works in the town of Jimbocho, central Tokyo. Our store 
has focused particularly on vintage books of photography, 
Tokyo subculture, contemporary and urban art, as well 
as a wide array of rare photo prints.

Slow Editions / E5
Tokyo
sloweditions.info

Slow Editions is a publisher working between Japan 
and Canada run by artist Eunice Luk. Since 2014, 
Slow Editions has collaborated with artists to produce 
and distribute thoughtful artist books and multiples 
including works by Hanna Hur, Vanessa Maltese, 
Akane Nakajima, Masanao Hirayama and Sophy Naess, 
among others.

T&M Projects / E6
Tokyo
tandmprojects.com

T&M Projects is a publishing house, based in Tokyo, 
Japan. Established in 2014. We publish art books and 
photobooks by international artists (for the moment, 
mainly Japanese artists). Delivering high quality books 
to the world.

Twelve Books / E7
Queens
twelve-books.com

Twelve Books is a Japan-based distributor founded in 
2010. Twelve books works with international indepen-
dent publishers and Japan-based galleries, publishers, 
and artists to distribute and promote publications on 
contemporary art and photography. Twelve books is 
committee member of Fine-Art Photography Association 
and The Tokyo Art Book Fair.
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Jane & Jeremy / F5
London 
jane-jeremy.co.uk

We are an independent publisher located in South 
London who produce handmade limited edition books. 
Established in 2006, we place emphasis on finding 
new & upcoming creative as well as established artists 
whose work we admire. Artists published include Mark 
Borthwick, Guy Bourdin, Ola Rindal, and Jordan Sullivan.

Kiosk / F6
London
k-i-o-s-k.com

Kiosk is a London based independent publisher with a 
focus on self-published zines & artist books by young 
creative. It is a platform designed to amplify emerging 
artists, illustrators, designers by promoting their work 
and collaborating with them to produce publications, 
exposing their work to a larger audience.

Loose Joints / F7
London
loosejoints.biz

A London based publisher and design studio dedicated 
to exploring progressive approaches to image making in 
book form, founded in 2015 by Lewis Chaplin and Sarah 
Piegay Espenon. We closely collaborate on sequence 
and design with emerging contemporary photographers.

Mack / F8
London
mackbooks.co.uk

London based art book publisher encompassing books 
by and about artists with a focus on contemporary art, 
critical theory, photography, and the book form.

Archipelago / F1
London
archipelagoprojects.com

Archipelago is a curatorial platform focusing on visual 
arts and printed matters. The book is an active part of 
our projects: artists’ books exhibitions, installations, 
performances and workshops. 

Atelier Editions / F2
London
atelier-editions.com

Atelier Editions is a limited-edition publishing house 
and creative studio based in Los Angeles, California 
and London, Great Britain. Authoring archival mono-
graphs, contemporary art books, and exploratory 
printed matter, the atelier regularly curates exhibitions, 
envisages cultural programming, initiates seminars, 
and enacts memorable collaborations.

Bronze Age / F3
London
gracemiceli.com

Undercurrents in publishing, est. 2011 (London, UK)

Gnomic Book / F4
London
gnomicbook.com

Gnomic Book is an independent imprint founded in 
2016 with a focus on exploring the notion of the book 
as object. To this end we collaborate with emerging 
artists to offer carefully-made editions of between 1 
and 750 units.
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Mörel / F09
London 
morelbooks.com

Publisher of limited edition art books with a focus on 
the Photography.

Palm* Studios / F10
London
palmstudios.co.uk

Palm* Studios is a London-based publisher focusing on 
photography. Its outputs are curated and edited by Lola 
Paprocka. Palm* showcases photographers and artists 
through creative projects, online features, exhibitions, 
events, and book launches. It was founded in 2015.

Stanley / Barker / F11
London
stanleybarker.co.uk

STANLEY/BARKER is a publishing house founded in 
London by Rachel and Gregory Barker. From their Studio 
in the Scottish Borders, Stanley / Barker produces a 
select list of highly individual publications each year 
including working with artists such as Tod Papageorge, 
Mark Steinmetz, Stephen Shore, Christopher Anderson, 
and Mona Kuhn.
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Have a wonderful time on SF ART BOOK FAIR.
Thank you.

For more information about the SF ART BOOK FAIR. 
Please visit our website:
volumesbooks.com
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